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Abstract: Modern vehicles are enhanced with increased computation, communication and sensing
capabilities, providing a variety of new features that pave the way for the deployment of more
sophisticated services. Specifically, smart cars employ hundreds of sensors and electronic systems
in order to obtain situational and environmental information. This rapid growth of on-vehicle
multi-sensor inputs along with off-vehicle data streams introduce the smart car era. Thus, systematic
techniques for combining information provided by on- and off-vehicle car connectivity are of
remarkable importance for the availability and robustness of the overall system. This paper
presents a new method to employ service oriented agents that cohesively align on- and off-vehicle
information in order to estimate the current status of the car. In particular, this work combines,
integrates, and evaluates multiple information sources targeting future smart cars. Specifically,
the proposed methodology leverages weather-based, on-route, and on-vehicle information. As a use
case, the presented work informs the driver about the recommended speed that the car should
adapt to, based on the current status of the car. It also validates the proposed speed with real-time
vehicular measurements.
Keywords: smart cars; environmental information; speed recommendation; points of interest

1. Introduction
Modern high-end vehicles are equipped with up to 100 embedded Electronic Control Units
(ECUs), each executing standard services with pre-defined inputs [1,2]. Advanced driver-assistant
systems (ADAS) and multimedia applications are some examples of services that are realized by
running complex algorithms on embedded ECUs [3]. However, those pre-specified functions cannot
be enhanced throughout the traditional vehicle architecture, since it is very expensive to develop new
services on the current static vehicle architecture [4]. For that reason, the current design has become an
obstacle towards the evolution of the functionality in the car, and thus modern vehicles are shifting
from the traditional distributed hardware modules with fixed non-scalable functionality to a more
robust distributed multi-agent based architecture.
Moreover, modern vehicles integrate and exploit a large number of sensors, in order to acquire an
accurate representation of the environment and automate several driving tasks, that were traditionally
handled by humans [1]. For instance, radar, lidar, GPS, are some of the types of sensors which are
deployed in modern vehicles and create input streams that are processed by the ECUs when running
complex algorithms for sophisticated services, such as cruise control or forward-collision warning [5,6].
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Vehicles are also equipped with visual sensors which generate a huge amount of visual data with
rich and resourceful content [7]. This data is streamed to a variety of heterogeneous computing
elements in order to create a precise representation of the surrounding environment of the car [8].
This increased amount of information requires innovative and efficient off-loading techniques for
information extraction [9]. All these advantages in the functionality of modern vehicles has established
the term smart cars.
Apart from the increased computing and sensing capabilities that allow smart cars to process
input data from multiple sources, they present growing connectivity capabilities as well [10]. Modern
vehicles are connected over the Internet and cooperate with other vehicles or road-side units. A variety
of technologies and different communication protocols are employed to serve different application
contexts, such as vehicle safety, comfort, and entertainment. Specifically, connected vehicles are linked
to the cloud, to other vehicles or even to road-side infrastructure utilizing wireless technologies
(WiFi, 4G, LTE, etc.) [11]. The impact of vehicle connectivity is considered crucial in terms of vehicle
safety and, for that reason, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) of the USA
expects that every new car will be equipped with connectivity capabilities after year 2020 [12]. Thus,
smart cars are becoming the most sophisticated entity in the Internet of Things (IoT) era, hence they
prevail as a replacement to modern cars introducing the era of Internet of Vehicles [13–15].
Increased vehicle connectivity brings major challenges to the automotive research engineering
groups that try to utilize all the available information sources efficiently. Existing approaches focus
on processing data from single information sources, while their outcome is strongly affected by the
information quality. A stand-alone information source or sensor cannot overcome certain physical
limitations, i.e., the limited sensor range or the field of view. For instance, camera systems have
difficulty in detecting bright objects when the camera sensor is blinded by the sun, whereas a radar
system is able to detect other vehicles or obstacles in the same situation. As a result, data are susceptible
to imprecision and inconsistency [14,16] and making single information source approaches inefficient
and error prone, as they can lead to imprecise results. Therefore, it becomes prominent to abandon
traditional single source approaches and move on multi source strategies.
In the context of smart cars era, the available computation and connection capabilities can
support the development of multi-source framework that combines heterogeneous information
sources. The main objective of a multi-source framework that targets automotive domain is to
increase driver’s awareness about any possible danger in the observed environment. In other words,
improve the coverage of the observation area and provide a better knowledge and perception of the
environment of the vehicle, in order to make the driving experience safer, more comfortable and
more efficient. In order to facilitate development of more sophisticated applications for road safety,
infotainment, smart and green transportation, it is necessary to combine multiple heterogeneous
sources of information [17]. This new automotive era is realized with increasing communication
capabilities of future cars (wireless connectivity) and transforms the current static perception of vehicles
to an intelligent entity that dynamically interacts with its rapidly changing environment [18,19].
Thus, future intelligent transportation systems will combine different sources of information and
create an enhanced environmental awareness of the vehicle, offering an advanced resourceful travel
experience for the passengers/motorists.
In this paper, we present a systematic methodology to cohesively align information provided
by off- and on-vehicle sources. Specifically, the proposed approach utilizes enhanced connectivity of
modern vehicles to gather data about weather, on-route and vehicular information and it manages to
create a more accurate perception of the surrounding environment of future smart cars. As a use case,
the presented methodology combines information from multiple heterogeneous sources and alerts the
driver about the recommended speed that the car should follow, so that it can avoid dangerous driving.
Compared to our original work presented in [14], the differentiators of the presented methodology are
the following:
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We further explain the details of our original implementation in [14], providing more details
about the data analysis (Section 3.2). We also evaluate and compare the presented classification
model against existing techniques and we present the results in Section 4.4.
We introduce a new feature that utilizes route-based information and extracts specific intermediate
way-points that dictate change in vehicle’s speed.
We utilize vehicle data as a new information source in order to calculate the mismatch between
the theoretical engine speed and the actual engine speed of the vehicle. Such mismatch may cause
the trigger of advanced driver-assistance systems (e.g., ABS, ESC).
We validate weather- and route-based information with real-time vehicle data and inform the
driver about a recommended (dynamic) speed that the car should adapt to, based on the current
road status.
We developed the overall service on top of Hydra [20], a distributed multi-agent computing
framework that targets smart cars and it provides self-management functions such as in-car
workload balancing and failure recovery. Section 4.1 further explains the implementation
presented in [14] and enhances this work with more technical details regarding the development
of the proposed methodology on real computing boards by utilizing the computation
infrastructure in [20].

It is worth mentioning that, since such sophisticated services require flexible computing
architectures, the proposed methodology was developed as a service layer on top of distributed
computing framework for smart cars (Hydra [20]). However, Hydra was designed in order to provide
self-management functionality and to support services as a box for modern vehicles improving
scalability. The main differences between the proposed work and Hydra [20] are summarized
as follows:
1.

2.

Hydra is a generic framework that supports the deployment of a variety of applications,
and several automotive benchmarks were tested in [20]. However, in this paper, we present
a new methodology that we deploy on Hydra for the first time.
The proposed methodology includes several features that were developed on top of Hydra,
which enhances Hydra’s functionality. Specifically, the presented methodology:
(a)
(b)

gathers environmental information (weather and on-route), in order to create a better
understanding about the physical characteristics of the road, and
it combines this information with on-vehicle data in order to suggest a speed limit so as
the vehicle achieves a targeted road surface index and reduces the danger of an accident
(e.g., loss of traction).

2. Related Work
Previous research works have introduced methodologies that try to combine multiple sources of
information, taking advantage of the increased sensor and computing capabilities on modern vehicles,
so that they can achieve a more accurate representation of the surrounding environment. The ultimate
goal is to make the best decision according to the current circumstances, in order to improve safety
and comfort of vehicular experiences for the passengers.
Many research works have focused on the integration of multiple information sources in order
to improve passenger safety. Authors in [17] envision the future smart car as an intelligent vehicle
that can interact with various information sources (on-board sensors, road side infrastructure or
Internet). Authors in [21] propose an optimization scheme that tries to optimize vehicle’s trajectory
and thus optimize the efficiency of the driver. They manage to minimize vehicle’s fuel consumption by
calculating the optimal velocity trajectory. Authors in [22] utilize information from multiple sources
through increased vehicle communication capabilities (vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure)
in order to provide a more efficient driving style. Researchers in [23] aim at increasing vehicle’s
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perception by cooperatively utilizing information from other vehicles or infrastructure, through
wireless connectivity. Based on that enhanced perception, the car can provide augmented situational
awareness for a safer and more efficient vehicular experience for the passenger. Authors in [24] try to
increase passenger safety by detecting events that indicate dangerous driving, combining on-vehicle
sensor information with cloud information, while the authors in [25] present a methodology that
aims to enhance vehicle’s perception of the surrounding environment in order to detect dangerous
parts of the road. Their approach combines on-vehicle measurements with wireless sensor inputs
from Road Side Units (RSUs) and other vehicles to calculate the confidence of a possible road hazard.
Additionally, the authors in [14] utilize weather information to provide a recommended vehicle
speed. In [26], a multi-source framework is presented that performs real-time analysis in order to
detect dangerous parts on the road surface. The research team in [27] proposes a novel methodology
that targets the increasing of environmental perception and knowledge of the vehicle by combining
on-vehicle, on-route and visual information. Authors in [28] propose a new system that incorporates
cloud-based services, on-vehicle sensor data and information from roadside infrastructure, targeting
the enhancement of vehicle’s safety and identifying an efficient vehicle trajectory. Authors in [29]
propose a deep learning-based architecture that merges data from multiple inputs, combining on-route
information, visual information and vehicular measurements that capture driving environment from
multiple points of view. Other research teams that target intelligent transportation systems manage to
detect dangerous events on the road by mixing on-vehicle measurements and metrics that are gathered
from Road Side Units (RSUs), using wireless sensors [30].
Moreover, many research works focus on utilizing multiple sources in order to make the
passenger’s experience more comfortable. For example, automated driving is one of the main
characteristics of future smart cars. Authors in [31] combine different sources of information, such as
localization information (via GPS) and road side units, in order to automate driving tasks and achieve
enhanced passenger comfort. In [32], it is stated that future cars will incorporate enhanced connectivity
capabilities with both the infrastructure (through Cloud) and other vehicles, so that future cars
can offer advanced entertainment and cognitive services during travel time. Authors in [33] take
advantage of the advanced wireless capabilities of modern cars and they analyze real-time traffic
data in order to estimate local traffic density, so as to provide a more efficient and comfortable
driving travel. Authors in [34] are able to increase intelligent vehicle’s perception of the surrounding
environment. They detect and classify moving objects on the street with high accuracy, by performing
combinational processing of data from heterogeneous visual sensors. Other researchers [35] utilize
wireless networking, e.g., vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure communication, in order to
alleviate traffic congestion and enhance comfort during a vehicle trip. Authors in [36] study a new
coordinated system that would facilitate vehicle traffic in critical conditions, i.e., crossing a specific
intersection, in order to achieve the highest traffic efficiency.
Regarding traffic management at crossroads with Vehilce-to-Vehicle (V2V) communication,
the authors in [37] assume that vehicles are connected and adapt their speed according to other
vehicles (in a cooperative way), while the authors in [38] present a multi-agent model to manage
the vehicles in platoon. As described in [39,40], variable speed limit control is an alternative
method to mitigate congestion and improve traffic operations (e.g., freeway bottlenecks). However,
these approaches focus on improving the quality of the driving experience by reducing the travel time.
The proposed work utilizes the connectivity of modern vehicles to gather data about weather, on-route
and vehicular information in order to create a better understanding about the physical characteristics
of the environment and how the vehicle should adapt. Additionally, since such sophisticated services
require flexible computing architectures, the proposed methodology was developed as a service layer
on top of distributed computing framework (Hydra [20]) for smart cars.
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3. Proposed Approach
The goal of this paper is to combine, integrate and evaluate multiple information sources for
modern vehicles. The proposed approach utilizes the increased connectivity of modern cars and
combines it with on-vehicle data. Specifically, weather- and route-based information sources are
merged with real-time vehicle data in order to obtain an estimation of the status of the road. As a use
case, the proposed approach focuses on providing a recommended speed to the driver, based on the
weather status estimation and extracted information throughout the car’s route.
3.1. Overview
Overall, the proposed methodology considers a vehicle as a system with N number of input
sources and S = {s1 , s2 , ..., s N } is the set of the available sources. Each source si monitors and generates
yi = [v1 , v2 , · · · v N ] values that form the initial set of data for the system: Y = [y1 , y2 , ..., y N ] T . The next
step is to rank and identify which inputs actually have an effect on the targeted metric. Data is filtered
F

by a ranking function that selects the necessary portion of data for the specific application Y −
→ Y0
0
0
0 T
0
and thus produces a new data set Y = [y1 , y2 , ..., y N ] . The purpose of this pruning procedure is to
eliminate any redundant inputs in order to drop the dimensionality of the input matrix and achieve
lower complexity of the design. After selecting the appropriate data, the next step is to extract the
0
desired features. A function G (·) gets as input the output yi of the previous step and produces a set
of estimations:
0
0
0
0
D = G (Y ) = { g1 (y1 ), g2 (y2 ), ..., g N (y N )}.
(1)
Based on the targeted metric, the function G (·) can (i) be a well defined formula;
or (ii) an approximation depending on the complexity of the solution. In particular, the former case
includes a mathematical representation of the system which incorporates a physical understanding of
the functionality and the monitoring scheme. For example, on-vehicle sensors and monitoring ECUs
can provide real-time information regarding the engine speed, the vehicle speed, the transmission gear
position, etc. All of these values can be used to calculate various vehicle dynamics metrics. In the latter
case, the system representation might not be available or may be too complex. However, it is possible to
monitor the system and gather corresponding data values. In this case, the desired metric is calculated
based on estimations derived from the monitored data. However, the critical part in this step is the
quality of the data set. Generally, the confidence of the estimation increases as the data set includes
more elements and the number of outliers is reduced. It should be noted that the initial model of the
Equation (1) describes the general formulation of the problem, which is applicable to any number
of information sources. In particular, the problem of combining N different information sources is
tackled from the software perspective, as the presented methodology is developed on top of Hydra,
a multi-agent distributed framework that targets smart cars [20].
Figure 1 depicts the overview of the proposed approach. In this paper, we utilized proprietary
framework provided by Ford, regarding off-vehicle connectivity—cloud and Road Side Units
(RSUs)—to retrieve weather data for a specific test-route and estimate the status of the road. Based on
this estimation, a calculation of Road Surface Index (RSI) is performed and a recommended speed
is provided. The estimation of road status based on weather information requires an approximate
solution as it is too complicated to solve by a single mathematical formula. Thus, the goal is to create
a data set with multiple observations throughout the year and correlate the different weather attributes
with on-road surface status. Additionally, the proposed framework employs route-based information
sources in order to capture specific intermediate way-points that dictate changes in the vehicle’s
speed. These points are referred to as Points of Interest as they can provide useful and important
information that can affect the nominal speed of the vehicle. Points of Interest are also based on
vehicle’s physical characteristics (weight, size, etc.) and road structure (bridges, turns, etc.) as well.
Moreover, by utilizing the on-vehicle data, we validate the recommended speed by calculating the
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mismatch between the theoretical value of the engine speed and the actual value. Such mismatch may
cause the trigger of advanced driver-assistance systems (e.g., ABS, ESC).
Rain, Snow etc.

Cloud
RSU

Route

Weather
data

Points of interest

Road type
mapping

Vehicle
characteristics

Bridges, turns etc.

Nominal speed
Engine speed etc.

Vehicle

Diagnostics

Feedback

Missmatch

Recommended speed

Validation

Figure 1. Overview of the proposed approach.

3.2. Road Status Estimation Based on Weather Information
Weather conditions can directly affect the behavior of the vehicle on the road. For example, driving
on a rainy day can affect the stopping distance of a car, or it can influence the way a driver performs
a maneuver. It is more likely that a driver can lose control of the car, if there’s water or snow or ice on
a road surface. In order to quantify the effect of weather conditions on the road, we utilize the concept
of Road Surface Index (RSI), as presented in [41]. RSI is defined as a quantitative relation between
the weather condition and the friction level on the road and describes the different surface condition
categories. RSI depends on the road status which is affected by weather characteristics. RSI values
vary from 0.1 (minimum value—ice covered) to 1.0 (maximum value—bare and dry surface). In the
proposed work, we modify the approach in [41] and we identify four road classes regarding the status
of the road: (i) Dry; (ii) Wet; (iii) Snow; and (iv) Ice. Accordingly, the RSI values for each class are:
(i) [0.75 − 1.0], (ii) [0.25 − 0.83], (iii) [0.15 − 0.25], (iv) [0.1 − 0.2].
In order to estimate the status of the road surface, we utilized information from cloud and
RSU services. However, the calculation of RSI as a closed formula based on weather information is
inherently complex as it is a multi-dimensional and stochastic problem. In fact, the actual value of
RSI depends on a variety of factors and the accurate calculation of RSI is not in the scope of this work.
As a result, we utilize an RSI-speed correlation presented in [42] that estimates the value of RSI with
respect to speed while avoiding direct calculation of RSI.
3.2.1. Data Analysis for Road Condition Estimation
Weather services provide a plethora of metrics that cover a variety of weather attributes. However,
not all of these metrics affect road class in the same way. For that reason, in this work, we built
a prediction model that is trained on gathered weather metrics and estimates the road status. Weather
data and road condition information were gathered by cloud and Road Side Units (RSUs) and weather
services for a period of one year covering various areas in the United States of America. Based on the
desired location, we receive the current weather conditions at that particular location. All the values of
the available weather attributes (temperature, humidity, precipitation and others) are recorded and
further analyzed, as it is described in the following section. All of the gathered values are stored and
form the training set D that is utilized in the experiments.
In order to identify which weather parameters affect the road condition, we develop a classification
tree that takes as input a set of attributes and decides in which class this input belongs to.
Reducing the number of input attributes can drop the complexity of the classifier and also eliminate
redundant information.
In order to measure how pure are the subsets, we use Impurity as a metric that quantifies how
well the classes of our dataset are separated. Example: In order to define Impurity, we utilize the
notation of “positive” and “negative” class. As an illustrative example, we consider a dataset that
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contains two classes: one positive and one negative. The terms are conventional and the term “positive”
corresponds to the important rare data, while “negative” corresponds to the non-important one.
Let Npos and Nneg denote the number of training samples that belong to the positive and negative
classes at node x, respectively. Moreover, Ntotal represents the total samples that belong to node x.
We wish to find the attribute that splits the dataset D into the purest subsets. Let
p pos =

Npos (node_x )
,
Ntotal (node_x )

pneg =

Nneg (node_x )
Ntotal (node_x )

(2)

be the fraction of the positive and negative training samples that belong to the positive and negative
class, respectively, in a given node x. Thus, Impurity is a number between [0, 1] and it is not affected
by the number of samples. Impurity takes its maximum value when the number of positive and
negative samples are equal: Npos = Nneg = Ntotal
=⇒ p pos = pneg = 0.5. In this example, we use the
2
metric Entropy to calculate Impurity at a particular node x:
Entropy(node_x ) = −( p pos · log2 ( p pos ) + pneg · log2 ( pneg )).

(3)

In a general case where training data can belong to any of j number of classes, we consider
an attribute i that splits the set D into l subsets D1 , D2 , · · · Dl . We calculate the Impurity of the dataset
D utilizing the metric Entropy as follows:
l

Entropy( D, i ) = −

∑ p(k) · log2 p(k),

(4)

k =1

|D |

where pk = | Dk| , k = 1, 2, · · · l, is the ratio of training examples classified as class j in each subset Dk .
We utilized different attributes to split the dataset and we observed different Impurity measures.
Therefore, not all the attributes affect the estimation of the road class in the same way. In order to
decide which are the most important features, we utilized the concept of Information Gain. Information
Gain (IG) is a metric that marks how important a given attribute of the feature vectors is. Assuming
that D is the gathered training dataset with N attributes, the IG of splitting the dataset with the
attribute i is calculated as:
l

IG ( D, i ) = Entropy( D ) − Entropy( D, i ) = Entropy( D ) −

| Dk |
· Entropy( Dk ),
|D|
k =1

∑

(5)

where Entropy( D ) is the entropy of the original dataset and Entropy( D, i ) is the average entropy of
the produced subsets D1 , D2 , · · · Dl . From all the available attributes, we select the one that maximizes
the difference of Equation (5). It should be noted that maximizing the IG is equivalent to minimizing
the average entropy, since the term Entropy( D ) has the same value for all attributes.
The next step is to rank the attributes and decide which of them among the given set of training
feature vectors are most useful for predicting the road status among the four classes (Dry, Wet, Snow
and Ice). Table 1 presents the values of IG for all the weather attributes gathered throughout the year.
Specifically, Table 1 presents that the most important information is provided by temperature, whereas
the least important comes from gust wind. Based on the IG values, we choose to keep the first six
weather attributes.
Then, we build the desired classification tree, which takes as input all the weather attributes
and estimates the road class (Dry, Wet, Snow and Ice). We reduce the number of attributes that
the classification tree uses based on the calculated IG. In this way, we drop the complexity of the
classification and training, eliminate redundant information, and avoid over-fitting. The creation
of the classification tree is presented in Algorithm 1. Given the input data set D and the pruned
set of attributes A, the classification tree checks if the set D is homogeneous (lines 5–7). This is
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true if the majority of the instances of the current set belongs to a single class. If the initial data
set D is not homogeneous, then, for each a ∈ A, the original set D is split into subsets D1,2,3,...l .
The algorithm selects the split that gives the most pure subsets, using the concept of Impurity, which
is the corresponding decision boundary that terminates the recursive split of the original data set.
The classification tree splits the kth subset Dk into l sub-sets (line 10) and selects the attribute that
produces the minimum Impurity (lines 11–16). This procedure is repeated recursively until the majority
is reached (lines 21–23), which is the minimum purity threshold that is accepted for a node. Unless
this threshold is satisfied, the algorithm continues to split current set into sub sets, until the max_depth
is reached (lines 17–18).
Table 1. Information gain of input attributes.
Attributes

Information Gain

Temperature (C)
Dew Point
Wind chill
Humidity (mm)
Elevation (m)
Precipitation (mm)
Snow
Precipitation history (mm)
Rain
Snowfall(mm)
Snow depth (mm)
Gust Wind

0.690
0.415
0.414
0.308
0.289
0.283
0.147
0.120
0.092
0.043
0.030
0.013

Algorithm 1 Classification Tree Algorithm.
1: Input: data D, set of attributes A, majority, max_depth
2: Output: tree T with labeled levels
3: depth ← 0
4: GrowTree(D,A,max_level,majority,max_depth)
5: if Homogeneous ( D, majority ) then
6:
return Label(D)
7: end if
8: for each i do
9:
Imin ← 1
10:
Split D into subsets D1 , D2 , ..., Dl
11:
for each a ∈ A do
12:
if Impurity({ D1 , ..., Dl }) < Imin then
13:
Imin ← Impurity({ D1 , ..., Dl })
14:
abest ← a
15:
end if
16:
end for
17:
if depth > max_depth then
18:
break
19:
else if Di 6= ∅ then
20:
Ti ← GrowTree(Di , A, majority, max_depth)
21:
else
22:
depth ← depth + 1
23:
Ti is a leaf with Label(D)
24:
end if
25: end for
26: end
27: return tree with root S and children Ti
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3.2.2. Stages of Execution
At this point, we would like to clarify the procedure for creating the classification tree and utilizing
it in a vehicle. Specifically, three steps are required:
Collection of data: The first step focuses on the collection of data. Weather data and road condition
information were gathered by RSUs and weather services for a period of one year covering various
areas in the United States of America.
Training on cloud: The second step focuses on the training and the construction of the classifier
(classification tree). This step is performed on the cloud (as it is computationally intensive) and it is
executed only once. Algorithm 1 presents the algorithmic steps that are needed in order to create the
classification tree based on a given dataset.
Inference on vehicle: After the training of the classifier is completed, the classifier is sent back to
the vehicle. Then, the vehicle utilizes it in real time to estimate the weather condition without need for
cloud communication, which would add significant delay. This action is called inference. Inputs to the
classifier are the attributes from the RSUs and other weather based services.
3.3. On-Route Information
As shown previously, the proposed approach can estimate the road class solely based on
information about the weather conditions. However, weather conditions alone cannot provide any
additional information about physical characteristics of the road. For that reason, on-route information
is introduced as a new source of information that offers knowledge about the structure of the road.
A vehicle connects to a cloud service and, for each intermediate point of the route, it transmits
the current geographical coordinates. Then, it receives a variety of attributes concerning road
characteristics: speed limit, soft or hard turns, highway exits, bridges, etc. The information about
the nominal speed is classified into eight regions: (i) R0 : >120 km/h; (ii) R1 : 100–120 km/h; (iii) R2 :
90–100 km/h; (iv) R3 : 65–90 km/h; (v) R4 : 50–65 km/h; (vi) R5 : 30–50 km/h; (vii) R6 : 10– 30 km/h;
and (viii) R7 : < 10 km/h. Additionally, from on-route information, we extract intermediate way points
where the car needs to reduce its speed. At these points, the driver can potentially experience loss of
vehicle control. We define as Points of Interest (PoI) the intermediate points of a route that force a vehicle
to change its speed, considering the road characteristics and the vehicle dynamics. In that sense, PoIs
include every single point that nominal speed changes: turns, ramps, highway exits, including the
vehicle type characteristics as well. For instance, a turn can be light or sharp, so that the nominal speed
to pass over that turn will be slightly different for different types of vehicles (e.g., trucks or a passenger
car). In order to be comprehensive, on-route information is extracted for both urban and highway
drive scenarios. As an example, consider that a vehicle starts its route from a point A and finishes at
point B. The proposed framework captures the PoIs and notifies the driver to adjust the speed of the car
according to the nominal speed. Figure 2a shows a scenario of utilizing on-route information during
an urban trip. The route that is shown in Figure 2a depicts a route in Southern Illinois University
Campus in Carbondale, IL. Figure 3a illustrates the PoI that were captured for the presented urban
drive scenario (red bullets). In fact, for the presented route, three PoIs were captured: (i) a traffic light;
(ii) a stop sign; and (iii) a pedestrian crosswalk. It is evident that all the aforementioned points are
common characteristics of urban driving and require a significant change in vehicle speed.

USA to Atlanta, GA, USA
Carbondale, IL, USA
Atlanta, GA, USA

Carbondale-Atlanda
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GPS urban driving scenario
GPS points of interest
717 S University Ave
Engineering Parking

Directions from 717 S University
Ave, Carbondale, IL 62901, USA to
Engineering Parking
717 S University Ave,
Carbondale, IL 62901, USA
Engineering Parking

(b) Highway driving scenario

(a) Urban driving route

Figure 2. Route information in an urban and highway driving scenario.

Another useful piece of information that can be retrieved from on-route information is the
elevation of the current position of a vehicle. Based on the longitude and the latitude of each
intermediate point of a route, we can retrieve elevation information for that particular point. Elevation
can be useful to extract more PoIs, since it can be a factor which changes the nominal speed of the
vehicle, due to special weather conditions or road characteristics (road grade). For example, it is more
likely to get snow or ice in higher elevations due to local weather characteristics. It can also contribute
to extracting the incline, since a sudden change in the road’s grade can cause a major change in speed.
Figure 2b depicts a highway driving scenario. The route starts from Carbondale, IL, USA and ends
at Atlanta, GA, USA. For that given route, the nominal speed limits and the Points of Interest are
determined. Since this route is much longer than the urban scenario presented in Figure 2a, it is worth
depicting the Points of Interest in correlation with the elevation. In fact, for that particular route,
the terrain changes drastically, as it is illustrated in Figure 3b. Since most of the route consists of
highway and freeway segments, the recommended speed for the majority of the trip is the highway
speed limit. However, it is worth mentioning that in Figure 3b we can observe many color changes,
which reflect the recommended speed. For example, there is a sudden drop in elevation at the 250th
kilometer of the trip. At this point, speed category decreases from R1 to R5 . Additionally, when the
road elevation is experienced suddenly (approximately at the 370th kilometer of the trip), the speed
category decreases from R1 to R2 .
37.720

Current Speed
Points of Interest
Starting Point
Ending Point

37.716
37.714
37.712

37.710
89.230 89.228 89.226 89.224 89.222 89.220 89.218 89.216 89.214

Longitude

(a) Points of Interest in an urban driving scenario
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37.718
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400
300
200
100
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90-100 km/h
65-90 km/h

50-65 km/h
30-50 km/h
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10-30 km/h
<10 km/h

700
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(b) Points of Interest in a highway driving scenario

Figure 3. Points of Interest extracted from on-route information in an urban and a highway driving scenario.

3.4. On-Vehicle Information
The last step of the proposed methodology is the integration of vehicle-based information sources.
Vehicle signals can be accessed through the Controller Area Network (CAN bus) standard, which is
considered the dominant solution for transferring information between Electronic Control Units (ECUs)
in vehicles [43]. Specifically, the CAN bus is a message-based communication protocol designed to
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allow ECUs and devices to communicate with each other in applications without a host computer
(CAN standard ISO 11898) [44]. ECUs are micro-controllers that are customized both on software and
hardware, each handling pre-specified inputs and services, such as navigation, infotainment, cruise
control and others. In order to access the CAN bus signals and retrieve the appropriate information,
we utilized a Ford proprietary data acquisition tool. The tool gathers on-vehicle data that provides
information on vehicle stability, position and speed. The first step is to identify which signals can be
used in order to detect any change regarding the road class. We categorize the available data in groups
and we monitor the values of on-vehicle data providing stability and speed of vehicle. The goal is
to detect an engine speed mismatch that reflects a change of the road surface class. Under dry road
conditions, there is a theoretical value that connects the engine and the vehicle speed. There are
several parameters that affect the theoretical nominal engine speed of the vehicle under dry road
conditions (axle ratio, transmission rate, tire diameter, engine load). Thus, we utilize the difference of
the nominal engine speed with the current engine speed (engine speed mismatch), in order to estimate
the condition of the road surface.
4. Experimental Results
4.1. System Overview
The proposed methodology was developed and deployed on top of a distributed agent-based
computing deployment for smart cars, named Hydra [20]. The developed approach was chosen as
the system infrastructure because it employs a fast and lightweight mechanism for software oriented
agents. Each agent runs Hydra as a software service, which manipulates the execution of running
tasks and performs self-optimization functions regarding optimal on-vehicle resource utilization.
Hydra employs four basic modules: (1) Agent discovery and recovery; (2) Monitoring; (3) Prediction
and (4) Election.
Regarding the communication of the software agents inside the vehicle, Hydra exploits the agent
discovery and recovery module, which is responsible to separately find out the existence of other
agents. The software agents announce their presence and services in the vehicle’s internal network.
That way, agent-to-agent connection is established and then every agent is aware of the presence
of the following neighbor, forming a cyclic ring. However, this ring can be interrupted if an agent
goes offline and is not accessible anymore. To address this issue, Hydra sends and receives messages
between agents that contain useful information about their status. There are four types of messages:
ANNOUNCE, UPDATE, BID and BID WIN and each message has tow corresponding actions: SET and GET.
The messages serve the purpose of establishing a new connection in a preexisting agent ring and update
the neighbor agent with the current status. Agent i sends a series of update messages to agent i + 1
and, if that fails, then agent i considers agent i + 1 offline, abandons the connection and re-connects
with the next available agent. Messages also facilitate the bidding process, in case a task needs to be
offloaded to another agent. In summary, the messages that Hydra is exploiting are presented in Table 2.
The communication layer was developed on top of Dlib [45] and ZeroMQ [46] libraries.
When an agent is running Hydra, one or more tasks are executed on the agent. However,
the configuration of each task is actually unknown initially, and needs to be monitored at run time.
Hence, after the initialization of the agents and the establishment of the communication, each agent
starts its monitoring manager. Every agent that is running Hydra conducts the same monitoring process
locally, sampling the status of their resources periodically. For that reason, monitoring module defines
a sampling period in order to get a sufficient number of updates about the current resource usage.
Based on the data that are gathered through the local monitoring procedure, run-time optimizations
can be performed, based on a desired objective.
In case there is a resource constraint, Hydra employs a prediction scheme that projects the
resource utilization in the next sampling period. This mechanism is based on the transition matrix
concept, where the status of each resource utilization is described by a set of predefined m > 1 states
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{s1 , s2 , ..., sm }, so as to build a transition probability matrix M = M(si , s j ), where M = M(si , s j ) =
Pr (transition si → s j ).
If the predicted utilization is above the desired threshold, then Hydra triggers the election
mechanism. The agent that detects the threshold violation communicates with the rest of agents in
order to initiate the election process. It requests from all the available agents to send their bids and
selects the winner according to which one has the highest resource availability. Then, it announces
the winner of the bid and migrates one or more applications to the corresponding agent. The same
procedure is followed in case there is an agent failure, so that the workload that was running on that
agent is shared among its neighbors. Thus, from the user’s perspective, the system’s functionality is
preserved and the running workload remains steady across the multi-agent system.
Table 2. Inter-agent communication messages in Hydra.
Message Type
ANNOUNCE

UPDATE

BID

WIN BID

SET

New agent
appears

Require
update

Ask
for bid

Announce
winner

GET

Receive
information

Send
update

Get bids

Assign workload
to the winner

Action type

4.2. Application Evaluation
In order to evaluate our approach, we tested the proposed methodology on real Ford vehicles.
The experimental set up included Hydra, a distributed multi-agent framework [20], which was running
the task of road class estimation based on weather information and simultaneously it was collecting
data from the vehicle by using a Ford proprietary data acquisition tool. In order to evaluate and
validate the proposed framework, we launched two different scenarios. Scenario 1 was performed in
an urban driving environment, so as to evaluate the proposed methodology in a realistic environment.
In Scenario 1, a test vehicle was used around the Carbondale, IL, USA area and Scenario 2 was
performed in Ford test track field in Dearborn, MI, USA where an experienced and professional driver
was responsible for all the actions. The purpose of this scenario is to push the car to its limits in
order to evaluate the on-vehicle information that the car could provide. For the previous experiments,
we utilized three agents that were realized by three armv7l boards running the following tasks: (i) Board
1 was running the process of road status estimation based on weather information; (ii) Board 2 was
aggregating the estimations from weather- and on-route-based estimations; and (iii) Board 3 was
collecting vehicle data at run-time.
In order to evaluate the proposed road class estimation scheme, the accuracy of the developed
classification tree was measured by performing cross validation on the data that was captured during a
period of one year covering various areas in the United States of America. Regarding the parameters of
Algorithm 1, we set max_depth = 5, majority = 95% and we utilized the six attributes with the highest
information gain (Table 1). We chose these values as we noticed that a greater value for max_depth was
resulting in data over-fitting, increasing also the classification time. Moreover, lower values of majority
resulted in more outliers. Figure 4 presents the classification tree that was built in order to classify the
road status into four distinct classes. Based on the method described in Section 3.2, the original dataset
D is split into subsets by the attribute that maximizes the IG. This operation is repeated recursively,
until a pure node is acquired (majority = 95%) or the maximum depth of the tree has been reached. It is
noted that the presented algorithm is executed as a cloud service, as there are significant advantages in
terms of performance, compared to an on-vehicle execution. This happens due to (i) higher storage
availability and (ii) computation capabilities of the cloud.
We evaluate the performance of the presented classification tree and we illustrate the results
using the concept of the confusion matrix. A confusion matrix is a table that is used to describe the
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performance of a classification model on a set of test data for which the true values are known [47].
Each row of the matrix represents the instances of the actual class while each column represents the
instances of the predicted class. As depicted in Table 3, which presents the accuracy of the developed
classification tree (confusion matrix), 90.2% of the Dry data was classified correctly while 1.8% of them
was misclassified as Ice. Additionally, the classifier achieved the smaller accuracy while predicting the
Snow and Ice road classes. The misclassified inputs are justified by the imperfections of the classifier
we are using and of course by the problem of distinguishing different road class from each other.
For instance, it is explained in [48] that different road classes can co-exist on the same road section and,
for this reason, it is inherently very hard to completely separate them from each other.

Figure 4. An instance of the classification tree with majority set to 95% and depth equal to 5.
Table 3. Confusion matrix.
Predicted

Actual

Dry
Wet
Snow
Ice

Dry
90.2%
6.8%
1.1%
1.8%

Wet
4.0%
90.2%
2.2%
3.6%

Snow
1.4%
4.7%
82.0%
11.9%

Ice
1.7%
6.7%
16.3%
75.3%

4.3. Evaluation Scenarios
4.3.1. Urban Driving Scenario
In Scenario 1, a test vehicle was used around the Carbondale, IL, USA area. Figure 5 illustrates
the data we acquired utilizing only static on-route information in order to estimate the desired speed.
The blue line depicts the speed of the vehicle during the experiment, whereas the red line reflects the
recommended speed that the on-route information indicates, based on the extracted PoIs. However,
on-route estimation depends on the starting and ending point of the trip and does not take into
account the possible dynamic changes of the surrounding environment (weather conditions, actual
road surface status).
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0.00.0

89.230 89.228
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Figure 5. On-route based speed estimation.
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(a) RSI estimation and comparison for different road
conditions

Speed(km/h)

Road Surface Index (RSI)

In Scenario 2, we replicated the same urban driving scenario, but we integrated the road class
estimation based on the performed weather classification analysis. The blue line in Figure 6a represents
the RSI of the car, based on its speed, assuming dry road conditions, while the red line represents
the RSI of the car on the same wet road surface. Based on RSI definition [41], the higher the RSI,
the better traction is achieved between the road surface and the car. In that sense, when RSI has a
low value (usually in snow-ice road classes), it is more likely that the vehicle could slide on the road
with unpredictable consequences. Thus, the purpose of the proposed methodology is that the car
should achieve the optimum RSI value, adjusting its speed accordingly. Therefore, the green line in
Figure 6a represents the targeted RSI, which is the maximum RSI that the vehicle can achieve, given
the current wet road conditions. In order to achieve that maximum RSI value, the car should reduce
its speed. Accordingly, the blue line in Figure 6b depicts the current speed of the car and the red line
represents the speed that the car should adapt to in order to maintain optimum RSI under current wet
road conditions.
We also conducted another experiment on a hybrid driving scenario that included highway road
segment and urban driving. Figure 7a presents the RSI estimation for the hybrid driving scenario.
In particular, the blue line depicts the RSI under dry conditions. The red line represents the RSI under
wet road conditions. The green line reflects the targeted RSI, which is the maximum RSI value that
can be achieved under wet road surface status. Accordingly, Figure 7b illustrates the recommended
speed that the car should adapt to, so that it will achieve the targeted RSI (Figure 7a). In Figure 7a,
it is observed that RSI estimation under wet road status (red line) has much lower values than the RSI
under wet road status for a pure urban driving scenario (Figure 6a). That difference can be explained
because of the speed differences between the two scenarios. In fact, the hybrid scenario includes a
significant portion of highway segments with an average speed as high as 73 km/h, whereas the
average speed in the urban driving scenario barely reaches 30 km/h.
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(b) Recommended speed range based on the proposed
approach
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Figure 6. Urban driving scenario.
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Figure 7. Highway driving scenario.
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4.3.2. Scenario 2
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The second experiment was performed in order to explore the dynamic changes of the surrounding
environment of a vehicle and validate the proposed speed from weather- and route-based information.
To do so, we intended to push the car to its limits, so that we can achieve braking signals activation
(such as ABS or ESC). However, driving in an urban area, the intended activation of ABS or ESC can
be dangerous and unwanted. For that reason, Scenario 2 was performed in the test track field in the
Ford Development Center in Dearborn, MI, USA, where an experienced and professional driver was
responsible for all the actions. During the experiment, we replicated wet road conditions and the driver
was performing maneuvers to avoid obstacles. That way, we verify how effective is the proposed
speed recommendation in real conditions. It is worth mentioning that the driver intentionally drove
aggressively in order to force the braking systems to intervene and the experiment was conducted
intentionally on a wet road surface.
Figure 8a presents the estimated engine speed mismatch, compared to the theoretical nominal
value. The calculation is based on an approximation formula that was specifically tailored for the
conditions of the experiment (specific vehicle characteristics, no inclination of the ground). The red
line in Figure 8a indicates Electronic Stability Control (ESC) activation, which is depicted as a binary
(0-1) value (inactive-active). In Figure 8a, it is observed that, before the activation of ESC, engine
mismatch had a significant sudden increase. However, there are cases where the value of mismatch
was high, but ESC was not activated. This phenomenon occurred because of the approximation
procedure that was adopted in order to estimate the engine speed mismatch. Figure 8b depicts the
speed that the test vehicle had during the experiment (blue line). The red line reflects the activation of
Electronic Stability Control (ESC) as it was described above. The green line in Figure 8b illustrates the
proposed speed that the presented framework was recommending, based on weather and on-route
information. The proposed framework estimates the current road class as “Wet” and evaluates the
extracted PoIs in order to provide the recommended speed (green line). The presented methodology,
however, is able to identify dangerous driving conditions and recommends a suitable speed range
in a pro-active manner. As a result, a smart vehicle that is equipped with the presented framework
could have possibly avoided the activation of the braking signals, adjusting its speed accordingly. It is
worth mentioning that the proposed methodology alerts the driver with a message that indicates the
recommended speed. However, it is the driver’s final decision to either follow the recommendation
or act independently. The proposed framework will be used as a basis for speed recommendation
systems in autonomous vehicles.
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Figure 8. Speed validation utilizing vehicular information in a test track scenario.

4.4. Evaluation of the Classification Method
In order to evaluate the proposed classification tree, we perform a comparison against three
popular alternative machine learning algorithms: k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN), Logistic Regression
and Support Vector Machine (SVM). Table 4 presents the four learning algorithms that were chosen
based on their properties—grouping, geometrical and logical. The comparison data indicate that the
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presented classification tree outperforms all the other algorithms having a slightly worse prediction
score than SVM when predicting the Snow road class. On average, the classification tree achieves 10%,
17%, 13% and 28% higher accuracy when estimating the dry, ice, snow and wet road class, respectively.
Table 4. Comparison of machine learning algorithms in terms of accuracy.

Classification Tree
kNN
Logistic Regression
SVM

Dry

Ice

Snow

Wet

90.2%
79.6%
76.9%
83.5%

75.3%
65.7%
57.9%
50.0%

82.0%
69.8%
56.3%
82.3%

90.2%
80.0%
72.4%
34.6%

5. Conclusions
In this paper, a systematic methodology for combining information provided by off- and
on-vehicle car connectivity is presented. The proposed approach informs the driver about a
recommended speed that the car should adapt to, in order to avoid dangerous driving. Specifically,
weather- and route- based information sources are used, while the validation of the recommended
speed is performed based on real-time vehicle data. The presented method estimates the road class
status based on weather information and extracts Points of Interest throughout the vehicle’s route.
It also correlates the identified Points of Interest with the estimated road class, so that it alerts the
driver with the proposed speed that the car should follow. As a future work, an extension of the
current work is targeting Vehicle-to-Vehicle communication (V2V) in order to further improve the
accuracy of the proposed speed.
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